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單選題，共 40題，每題 2.5分  

 

1. The teacher introduced three        methods to solve the math 

question.  

(A) elective 

(B) effective 

(C) explosive 

(D) expensive 

 

2. The team       their time and effort  to the performance.  

(A) contribute 

(B) contributed 

(C) contribution 

(D) contributing 

 

3. We need strong       and scientific data to support the theory so 

the readers will  be more convinced.  

(A) evidence 

(B) residence 

(C) innocence 

(D) dependence 

 

4. I  bought a fancy dress for a special       .  There will  be a party 

next Friday.  

(A) tension 

(B) passion 

(C) revision 

(D) occasion 

 

5.       is  the mother of success. You should not be afraid of 

making mistakes.  

(A) Factory 

(B) Failure 

(C) Feature 

 (D) Fantasy 

 

6. Alice faced a series of challenges at  work but never gave up. She 

demonstrated       enthusiasm and compassion.  

(A) confined 

(B) continuous  

(C) convenient  

(D) conservative 
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7. It’s not a good idea to tell       .  

(A) lay  

(B) l ie 

(C) l ies 

(D) l iar 

 

8. John and Tim are twins.  They are almost       ,  and it  is  hard to 

tell  the differences.  

(A) identical  

(B) innocent  

(C) irrational  

(D) indifferent  

 

9. Leo is an excellent actor. He has been        for three Academy 

Awards up to now. 

(A) displaced  

(B) translated 

(C) alternated  

(D) nominated 

 

10. Choosing a location for a new business is        to its  success.  

(A) critical   

(B) medical 

(C) tropical  

(D) electrical  

 

11. We bought a lot  of groceries        we were celebrating Mark’s 

birthday.  

(A) why 

(B) then 

(C) thus  

(D) since 

 

12. My sister has studied very hard as she is        earn a 

scholarship and study abroad.  

(A) eager to 

(B) loyal to 

(C) intersting to 

(D) humorous to 
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13. He should       the driver ’s test  as he will  rent a car and drive to 

Hualian.  

(A) passes 

(B) passed 

(C) had passed 

(D) have passed 

 

14. I  wrote a letter to Professor Chen. I hope to        her soon. 

(A) show up 

(B) look for 

(C) hear from 

(D) look forward to 

 

15. Frank has found a job in Australia. I  would l ike to know      .  

(A) how his expectations are.  

(B) how are his expectations.  

(C) what his expectations are.  

(D) what are his expectations.  

 

16. The student ran out of the classroom and bumped        a teacher 

who was carrying a cup of tea.  

(A) at 

(B) to 

(C) on 

(D) into 

 

17. Wendy’s dance movements are        of us four. 

(A) gracefulest   

(B) most graceful  

(C) the gracefulest   

(D) the most graceful  

 

18. Mike told me that he would rather work the day shift        the 

night shift .  

(A) as 

(B) to 

(C) than 

(D) instead 
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19. She had a l itt le trouble        English. 

(A) learn 

(B) learned  

(C) to learn 

(D) learning 

 

20. As the final exam is approaching, you should study        in the 

l ibrary or at  home.  

(A) nor  

(B) too  

(C) either 

(D) neither 
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21-25為題組  

  Recent studies suggest that many older Americans may not fully 

understand their chances of developing dementia (失智 ).  Less than 

50% of  adults  bel ieved that  they    21    develop dementia.  For 

example, there are some changes in personality and memory loss. The 

studies also show that  many peo ple did not  know the connect ion  

  22   physical health and brain health. In a study in a journal, the 

survey   23   data from the University of Michigan National Poll 

on Healthy Aging. Many people    24   rated their health as fair or 

poor believed that their chances o f developing dementia were low. 

  25  ,  those who said that they were in good health believed that i t 

was quite possible to develop the disease. It  is  suggested that keeping 

mentally and physically healthy is the  primary goal for everyone.  

 

21.  (A) l ike  

(B) l ikely to 

(C) was likely to 

(D) were l ikely to  

 

22.  (A) with  

(B) either 

(C) during 

(D) between 

 

23.  (A) based on  

(B) was based 

(C) was based on 

(D) which based on 

 

24.  (A) who 

(B) why 

(C) how 

(D) which 

 

25.  (A) To begin with  

(B) All  of a sudden 

(C) In the first  place 

(D) At the same time 
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26-30為題組  

  Michel in  Guides ,  run  by the  French  t i re  company Miche l in , 

publ ishes  a  ser ies  of  guide books  and awards  Michel in  s tars  for  

excel lence to  f ine  restaurants  across  the  globe.  Stars  are  granted  

  26    the  overal l  qual i ty and comfort  of  the  res taurant .  Afte r  

  2 7    g u i d e s  t o  To k yo ,  M a c a u ,  H o n g  Ko n g ,  S i n g a p o r e ,  a n d 

Shanghai ,  Miche l in  recen t ly    28    the  f i r s t  gu ides  to  Ta ipe i , 

Taiwan on March 14, 2018. A total  of 20 restaurants in Taipei was 

announced on the l ist  and received Michelin stars .    29   them, 

Cantonese restaurant Le Palais, located at  the Palais de chine Hotel, is 

the only restaurant  that  received three Michelin stars.  That  is  the 

highest   30   offered by the Guide. Michelin’s star system thus 

becomes a useful reference to chefs who like to know where they stand  

among the world’s best  dining.  

 

26.  (A) short  of 

(B) based on 

(C) despite of 

(D) headed for 

 

27.  (A) launch  

(B) launched 

(C) launching 

(D) have launched 

 

28.  (A) released  

(B) repeated 

(C) retreated 

(D) rehearsed  

 

29.  (A) Among  

(B) Except 

(C) Besides  

(D) Between 

 

30.  (A) recognize 

(B) recognized  

(C) recognizing 

(D) recognition 
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31-35為題組  

Sometimes i t  is not easy to guess words and phrases in print 

because they carry different meanings.  For instance, a person who is 

lazy and likes to spend a lot  of t ime lying down while watching 

television is called a couch potato.  A potato is a vegetable and a 

couch is a piece of furniture. What is the origin of combining the se two 

words? 

 The phrase “couch potatoes” appeared in  the LA Times  for the first 

t ime back in 1979. The phrase was coined by Tom Lacino three years 

before i t  became popular. He called his friend, whose girlfriend picked 

up the phone, and Tom asked “Hey, is  the couch potato there?” She 

looked over and found her boyfriend sitt ing on the couch. She started to 

laugh out loud. 

Although Lacino did not know why he came  up with the phrase, he 

thought i t  was a pretty interesting way to describe his friend. Later 

l inguists stated that the phrase was a clever play on words. During the 

1970s people believed that only foolish people enjoyed watching 

television. At that time, people tended to watch television and eat junk 

food. Lacino did not realize that the phrase was full  of playful 

subtleties. 

Robert Armstrong, Lacino’s friend, was a cartoonist .   When he 

heard the phrase, he asked Lacino for permission to draw a cartoon. 

Armstrong used the name “The Couch Potatoes” in the cartoon.  It 

was a huge success and the media reports started using the term in the  

LA Times  in 1979.  

Armstrong developed a number of goods based upon the term 

“couch potato” and even published a newslette r.   Even though he 

converted the phrase into a trademark in 1979, it  was just  too popular at 

that time.  The media and newspapers used the term so often that he 

could not be the sole  owner.  Although “Couch Potato” was a registered 

trademark, Armstrong could not stop the media from using it .   
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31. What is the passage mainly about?  

(A) The origin and history of a phrase.  

(B) The negative impact of watching television.  

(C) The importance of and tips for eating potatoes.  

(D) The relationship between couches and potatoes.  

 

32. According to the passage, who was the first  person who created the 

phrase “couch potatoes”?  

(A) The media.  

(B) Tom Lacino. 

(C) The LA Times .  

(D) Robert Armstrong. 

 

33. According to the passage, which of the following is the most 

important factor of the huge success of the term “couch potatoes”?  

(A)  The cartoon. 

(B) The trademark.  

(C) The newsletter.  

(D) The phone conversation.  

 

34. What does the word “sole” mean in the last  paragraph? 

(A) local 

(B) only 

(C) partial 

(D) special 

 

35. Which of the following is NOT implied in the passage?  

(A) Foolish people are called couch potatoes.  

(B) It  is  interesting to study the origins of phrases.  

(C) Creating goods with the trademark  may bring success.  

(D) Coining new words and phrases may make you famous.  
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36-40為題組  

In recent years, coffee has become one of the world’s most popular 

beverages. Last year, over 2.5 bil lion cups of coffee  were consumed 

around the world every day. Some studies indicate that coffee may 

cause potential  dangers to human bodies. Drinking coffee could raise 

your blood pressure, make your heart  beat fast ,  impair sleep, and 

maybe even cause cancer. However, in recent studies, there is  

increasing evidence  that coffee in fact may be beneficial  for health.  

Current research suggests that moderate coffee consumption, that is , 

three to four cups of coffee every day, may improve health and make 

you live longer. In a recent study, drinking coffee is shown to be linked 

to a lower risk of early death. Research has indicated that adequate 

coffee could increase the life expectancy by up  to around two years. 

Coffee has also been shown to reduce a person’s risk of cancer ,  

diabetes, Alzheimer’s, and cardiovascular disease . The reason that 

coffee drinking might be beneficial  is  that coffee beans , as proven 

through studies,  contain essential  nutrients and antioxidants that fight 

against free radicals and help to protect your cells. Thus, havi ng a daily 

intake might be good to human bodies.  

Although coffee consumption may seem to be healthful for many 

people, some others should approach  with caution. For example, 

pregnant women and women at risk of fracture should cautiously  limit 

their intake of caffeinated coffee to  less than 200 mg per day, which is 

about two cups of instant coffee, as suggested by organizations such as 

the World Health Organization and the National Health Service.  

Evidence shows that such moderate consumption of caffeine did  not 

increase the risk of miscarriage or preterm birth. However, high intakes 

of caffeine can potentially lead to  birth defects and cause babies to 

have low birth weights. In addition, people who have heart  conditions 

should also l imit  daily caffeine consu mption. High caffeine intake may 

cause your heart to beat faster and affect blood pressure recovery after 

aerobic exercise. No matter whether coffee is good or bad for health, 

you should be aware of the potential  effects coffee may bring.  

 

36. What is the passage mainly about?  

(A) The causes for the increasing coffee consumption .  

(B) The reasons why caffeine is l inked to miscarriage . 

(C) The effects of caffeine to people with heart  problems . 

(D) The health benefits and drawbacks of drinking coffee . 
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37. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT mentioned? 

(A) High caffeine intake may pose a danger to one’s heart condition. 

(B) Coffee consumption might be different from country to country.  

(C) Coffee contains some components that are good for hu man bodies. 

(D) Drinking moderate coffee may lower risks of getting some diseases. 

 

38. Which word has the closest  meaning with the word “cautiously”  in 

paragraph 3? 

(A) culturally 

(B) currently 

(C) crucially 

(D) carefully 

 

39. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT  a 

side-effect of over-consumption of coffee?  

(A) insomnia 

(B) muscle pain 

(C) heart  problems 

(D) high blood pressure  

 

40. In which kind of magazine is this passage most l ikely to appear?  

(A) Diet and nutrit ion  

(B) Sports and athletics  

(C) Culture and heritage  

(D) Travel and vacations  

 

 

 


